Gravity is a macroscopic manifestation of a microscopic quantum theory of spacetime, just as the theories of elasticity and hydrodynamics are the macroscopic manifestation of the underlying quantum theory of atoms. The connection of gravitation and thermodynamics is long and deep. The observation that space-time has a temperature for accelerating observers and horizons is direct evidence that there are underlying microscopic degrees of freedom. The equipartition of energy, meaning of temperature, in these modes leads one to anticipate that there is also an entropy associated. When this entropy is maximized on a volume of space-time, then one retrieves the metric of space-time (i.e. the equations of gravity, e.g. GR). Since the metric satisfies the extremum in entropy on the volume, then the volume integral of the entropy can readily be converted to surface integral, via Gauss's Theorem. This surface integral is simply an integral of the macroscopic entropy flow producing the mean entropy holographic principle. This approach also has the added value that it naturally dispenses with the cosmological constant/vacuum energy problem in gravity except perhaps for second order quantum effects on the mean surface 
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the early 1970's the four laws of black home mechanics, which at the time were noted to be extremely parallel to those of thermodynamics, were originally derived from Einstein equation of General Relativity [1] . Later it became clear, with the semi-clasical derivation of Hawking radiation [2] and Bekenstein entropy, that these were the same laws. How did classical General Relativity know that horizon area is a form of entropy and that surface gravity is temperature?
That question was answered in part by a 1995 derivation of General Relativity from the proportionality of horizon area to entropy, surface gravity to temperature, and the first law of thermodynamics, in particular δQ = T dS [3] . [4] It is the prediction that an accelerating observer will observe a thermal bath including black-body radiation where an inertial observer would observe none. The ground state for an inertial observer is seen as in thermodynamic equilibrium with a non-zero temperature by the uniformly accelerated observer. Because of the equivalence principle a uniform acceleration and a uniform surface gravity would be anticipated to agree. This was clear evidence that acceleration and gravity were related to thermal physics and equipartition of energy. The fact that materials could be heated convinced Ludwig Boltzmann in 1876-1890 that there were underlying degrees of freedom and that he must develop a statistical treatment of nature. Boltzmann's kinetic theory of gases seemed to presuppose the reality of atoms and molecules, but at the time almost all German philosophers and many scientists like Ernst Mach and the physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald opposed their existence.
Things moved another step forward into a cosmological context with the derivation of the Friedmann equations from the first law of thermodynamics [5] on the apparent cosmic event horizon and the assumption that the entropy is proportional to the area and temperature to the surface gravity.
In parallel with this increasing solidification of the links between gravity and thermodynamics, there has been increased attention to entropy limits beginning in 1981 with Berkenstein's bound [6] setting a universal maximum to the entropy enclosed within a volume. This lead eventually to the holographic principle [7, 8] , which was made covariant and precisely defined in 2002 [9] through the use of the volume being defined by the two convergent light sheets from the boundary surface area. There is strong evidence that the area of any surface limits the information content of adjacent space-time regions, at 1.4 × 10 69 bits per square meter. A universal relation between gravitation, geometry and information was thus uncovered.
It has yet to be explained clearly. The holographic principle's origin must lie in the number of fundamental degrees of freedom involved in a unified description of space-time and matter or in a regulation of allowed configuration of states.
The holographic principle states that the description of a volume of space can be thought of as encoded on a boundary to the region, preferably a light-like boundary like a gravitational horizon. First proposed by Gerard 't Hooft [7] , it was given a more precise string-theory interpretation by Leonard Susskind [8] . In a larger and more speculative sense, the theory suggests that the entire universe can be seen as a two-dimensional information structure "painted" on the cosmological horizon, such that the three dimensions we observe are only an effective description at macroscopic scales and at low energies. Cosmological holography has not been made mathematically precise, partly because the cosmological horizon has a finite area and grows with time. The holographic principle was inspired by black hole thermodynamics, which implies that the maximal entropy in any region scales with the radius squared, and not cubed as might be expected. In the case of a black hole, the insight was that the description of all the objects which have fallen in can be entirely contained in surface fluctuations of the event horizon. The holographic principle resolves the black hole information paradox within the framework of string theory.
Here we turn this logical development on its head. That is start with a principle and derive a theory that describes what we observe.
A. The Conjecture I conjecture that: All of the possible histories of the universe, past and future, are encoded on the apparent horizon of the universe.
We take the point of view that classical and even semi-classical space-time is the coarsegrained limit of microscopic structure of this averaged information. 
We can compare this to the number of bits set by the entropy of a horizon
Note that these two agree to an amazing factor of order unity. The relationship one expects is that S = Nln(2)k B where ln(2) = 0.693, so that the factor is F = 2.6/(0.693 × 0.5) = 7.5.
If the conjecture is true then we can estimate how much time we have left. It has to be of the order of a few times what has elapsed. This is not surprising, if we live in an accelerating rate of expansion universe. The conformal time that will elapse is roughly
where we take a(now) = 1. This is the same as the allowed past conformal time as one would expect from the light sheet approach. By having acceleration at the beginning and the end of the universe, one can have apparently infinite local physical time.
Note that for an accelerating universe, the total number of calculations for the entire history and future of our part of the universe (inside our apparent horizon) is only of order a factor of two beyond what has already occurred and can readily fit on the holographic 1 A naive estimate is much larger. If the universe starts with a relative small number of bits, say 10 10 and we allow one calculation step per Planck time t P l = 5.3924(27) × 10 −44 s per site which would be a Planck volume. We would find the number of calculations N =
which is roughly (r/ℓ P l ) 2 times larger. We take an age of the universe as T universe = 13.7 × 10 9 years = 4.32 × 10 17 sec = 0.80 × 10
62
Planck times. and the horizon as roughly r = 10 10 light − years = 10 26 m = 6 × 10 70 ℓ P l . Why is it so much larger? Because Lloyd uses the black hole production limit to go from r 3 to r. We can be a bit more careful and ask how many degrees of freedom could there be in a volume V ? We would estimate that there are V /V P l ≡ V /ℓ 3 P l possible sites. The minimum number of independent quantum states is n = 2 (e.g. a simple spin up and spin down system). The total number N of independent quantum states in a specified volume V is then N ∼ n V /V P l . The entropy should be S/k B = ln(N ) = V V P l ln(n). In a time t there are t/t P l possible state changes. Giving us a computation total possible of C = tV t P l V P l . This means we have a reduction of order l 2 /ℓ 2 P l for calculations and l/ℓ P l for degrees of freedom.
surface, if the calculational time is conformal time. We might turn that argument around and note that for the total information to fit upon the apparent horizon, we need for the universe to accelerate. One problem with this argument is that when the universe was much younger, the entire horizon was much smaller. How and why all the information about the observable universe could fit on a smaller horizon? The answer is that the horizon just contains the information about the history and future of its contents. When the universe was much smaller, it had not so much contents -though it is still extremely empty now.
Because of that it was possible on a much smaller horizon to keep track of the history and future of that epoch's contents.
When the universe goes through a decelerating phase more information can enter the universe, which also results in a larger horizon and more entropy/information just as more calculations are necessary.
C. Analogy
One can think of the universe as a huge holodeck 2 virtual reality stage for a many player game. We think of the program and the information for the game or the simulation as the information necessary to define the virtual reality universe. In the case of games and the holodeck there is undoubtedly some basic world model information (e.g. images and models of things) and a set of rules. There are also input sensors that get limited input from the players and have decision rules as to which path to take next and run numerical simulations to provide the next scene. All of that is stored in what is probably a surface memory; holographic in the sense 2-D storage of information then recreates the history of a 3-D world. There is little doubt that fairly realistic virtual reality games and movies exist and that they are improving.
2 A holodeck is a simulated reality facility located on starships and starbases in the fictional Star Trek universe. It uses very realistic but some times shimmering holograms to make it 3-D and there is even a holographic doctor. The Doctor, an Emergency Medical Hologram Mark I (or EMH for short) is a fictional character from the television series Star Trek: Voyager, played by actor Robert Picardo. The EMH is a holographic computer program designed to treat patients during emergency situations, or when the regular medical staff is unavailable or incapacitated. Programmed with all current Starfleet medical knowledge, the Doctor is equipped with the knowledge and mannerisms of historic Federation doctors, as well as the physical appearance of his programmer, Dr. Lewis Zimmerman.
This is a bit more interactive than I am anticipating for the universe's case.
Instead consider a more limited situation: a checkers or chess match. Here simply calculate every possible position of every possible game and store that so that when a player wants to play the virtual reality opponent, the VR opponent simply follows down the memory of all possible games looking ahead with some weighting function, based upon outcomes, to decide what is the best good move. Thus having all the information of all possible histories and futures of the universe is very convenient and useful for determining the actual events of the universe. In this case the multiverse is us.
II. EQUIPARTION AND ITS ROLE
One method of doing the path integral is to visit every point in space-time (or in this case data storage location on the surface) with equal weighting. Then the sum of all the amplitudes from all the visits visits is simply the integral in units of Planck areas. In the case of the path integral we are simply summing a phase from each possible path (spacetime events) and looking for the stationary points. Those would be the points that were stationary under the variation of all possible histories (paths through space time). This also has a direct relationship to the entropy of the system. What do we mean by equipartition?
We mean that the system visits every possible state with equal probability.
The validity of the continuum approximation may be verified by a theoretical analysis, in which either some clear periodicity is identified or statistical homogeneity and ergodicity of the microstructure exists. We can note that we are averaging over scales that give very many samples. In one meter we have 10 35 samples and we are averaging that either by area (squared) or by volume (cubed). The smallest distances we have probed with accelerators corresponds to roughly 10 −18 m which is averaging over 10 17 either cubed or squared depending upon whether one averages over volumes or areas.
III. COARSE-GRAINING OF THE UNIVERSE TO GRAVITY AND ENTROPY
We shall follow the lead of Boltzmann and assume that there are microscopic degrees of freedom on a very small scale. These degrees will take very high energy to excite from one state to another, much like excitation of an atom's electron levels (except the outer most bandgap electrons) and nuclear and subnuclear energy states. There are then available some collective modes -much like a condensed matter lattice having phonons etc. In this case these correspond to matter and energy (particles and fields) and the deformation of the metric. The entropy of any given relatively small volume of space is set by the sum of the entropy of the microstructure plus the entropy of the collective modes, which are what we in the past have regarded as the primary entropy content of space time.
The Gibbs Equation for matter and heat flow in the entropy representation is
where the second holds for a fixed volume and s = S/N, u = U/N, and c j = N j /N; N j are the various chemical species and µ j are their respective chemical potentials.
We need to define the continuity equations for energy and entropy in a region small enough to be in local equilibrium. Define the energy flow vector J U and the entropy flow vector J S . The continuity equation for energy and entropy are
where Φ = j µ j T ∇ · J N j is the rate of entropy density production in the volume.
We find the global relations by integrating the local relations over the volume and using the Divergence Theorem:
The right hand side of this equation is the rate of entropy production Θ in the full volume.
If there is no internal entropy production, or the entropy is maximized (at extremum), then there is a direct relation between the volume entropy and the surface integral of the entropy flow. We are used to this in a conserved charge situation; e.g. Σ E · dA = i q i where q i are the charges enclosed by closed surface Σ. Jacobson [3] extended by Padmanabhan [12] have shown that the simplest form for the entropy density and the entropy flow is simply leads to the Einstein Equations of GR
Rg µν + Λg µν − 8πGT µν n µ n ν where n µ is an arbitrary null vector. When at an entropy extremum is taken for all possible null vectors this must be zero and the surface entropy term is what remains. Thus GR emerges as the proper deformation of space-time to maximize the entropy of space-time given its matter-energy content (stress-energy tensor).
One can think of various sensible extensions to the definition of the entropy density tensor and they lead to additional forms of gravity such as Lanczos-Lovelock with a similar surface term. In this form, gravity is actually another branch of continuum mechanics like elasticity and fluid flow. Gravity's equations are an equation of state for space-time.
A key issue is that the surface entropy term is well-defined upon the light sheet enclosing the volume as one might expect for causality. As such it averages over all the quantum fluctuations in the volume along the light cone, whose means are nominally zero on average except for the focusing by the matter-energy content and statistical fluctuations. One gets 3 Gravity has the corresponding requirement on the Lagrangian √ −gL surf ace = −∂ a g ij ∂ √ −gL Bulk ∂∂agij [12] and one can get the equations of gravity from the bulk ignoring the surface terms and varying the metric or from the surface terms ignoring the bulk and not varying the metric but varying the surface and finding the gravity equations as a result.
the dimensional reduction by averaging the volume (e.g. past light cones) to each site on the surface. By choosing the light sheet, which is cut off at caustics, one automatically gets a map of all the contents of the volume and thus up holds the holographic nature. Were the light rays to cross, so would the entropy flux and that would interfere with the divergence theorem. This means that the deformation of space-time by matter-energy content in a way to make entropy an extremum also mean that in the volume defined by the light sheet, each and every portion of the content is visible to the surface recording its information holographically. This is precisely the constraint that one needs for light holography to work -the interference pattern recorded on the surface must have free light travel to reconstruct the volume it represents. For actual holograms this happens automatically as they are generally created by illuminating the contents of a limited spatial region with clear line of sight light cones to the recording surface.
IV. WHY IS TEMPERATURE PROPORTIONAL TO THE CURVATURE?
When one looks at it, it seems that having the temperature proportional to the curvature of space time is a strange thing. Why too does the number of states available vary inversely to the curvature? We have entropy proportional to the inverse of the curvature (S ∝ R 2 )
and temperature proportional to the curvature (T ∝ 1/R 2 ) so that the product is a constant for a fixed enclosed energy.
There are many ways to look at this issue. A simple and historic approach is to consider quantum mechanical tunneling through the horizon. Several papers have dealt with this issue for Rindler, Schwartzschild, FRW and more exotic horizons (see [13] for example and references especially relevant to FRW). The interesting result is that the tunneling probability is familiar
where the first is the action and the second is the change in Entropy ∆S int internal to the horizon in units of k B and T H is the effective horizon temperature which is easy to show is given by
V. TOY MODEL
Flat space has the configuration that there is a periodic in space and time potential minima all at the same default value which we label zero. Curve space and that raises the minima which in turn reduces the number of available states at temperature k B T . In this model a 2-D spherical surface of radius r would have a number of accessible sites that are given by the area A = 4πr 2 and the mean rise in energy level of those states will be proportional to 1/r. Thus for a given total energy the number of bits on the surfaces is proportional to r 2 and the temperature is proportional to 1/r 2 for a fixed enclosed energy or 1/r for the fluid-filled FRW universe.
To get this behavior the potential for space-time must look something like
where the first term comes from the elasticity of space (cf. GR [11] ) and the second term could come from the Pauli exclusion principle forces for the non-commutative geometry (see Appendix) or for discrete quantum sites. Differentiating with respect to r we have
This tells us the space-time forces and setting this to zero gives us the equilibrium point for each cell radius
where the last happens if we set β = α and this gives us an area that is roughly 4A P l for our cells. We can determine the actual coefficient α by resorting to General Relativity or Newtonian gravity. Just like the underlying theory of atomic lattice potentials should give the coefficient of elasticity of deformable solids. In this picture gravitation is simply like
Hooke's law and the theory of deformable elastic solids.
A. More Model Explanation
In this model to get the mean number of sites to be A/A P l we have to have the energy of each state of curved space to be proportional to the curvature (E 0 ∝ 1/r 2 ) and the mean temperature k B T ≃ E 0 .
If for example we take there to be three spatial dimensions then the partition function gives us for a harmonic oscillator potential Z(T ) = space sites n→∞ energy levels n=0
(n + 1)(n + 2) 2 e
and we need this to be 1 for the statistical average to get the right occupancy number. This immediately gives us k B T ≃ E 0 .
While the energy is then E = space sites n→∞ energy levels n=0
(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 1/2) 2
We can see from the last that we have to have the energy level E 0 ∝ 1/A = 1/(4πr 2 ) to conserve the enclosed energy E for a fixed set of matter and energy enclosed. Whereas in a cosmological context (and a black hole context) one would expect that the total energy enclosed would increase proportional to r ∝ M, and that would give a rise of E 0 ∝ 1/r. We live in the best of all possible worlds because it is all possible worlds and the only world. That is how it is written in the big book, the apparent horizon.
Appendix: Non-Commutative Geometry for the Atoms of Space-Time
In order to have a well-defined natural segmentation into cells of size given by the Planck length, area and volume, we introduce a non-commutative geometry.
[
is the simplest possible commutation. It could be more complicated and be an operator with the same norm. We could have simply defined a discrete set of points and quantum mechanics and states for each of these points and then coarse grain average them to continuous medium.
We also have to introduce a new exclusion principle a la Pauli. 
It does leave us with a modified metric which is important for several reasons not the least important is that we need to define our information and computation covariantly a la Bousso. Nominally we have a Riemannian metric so that proper distances are defined according to
where the Einstein summation convention applies for repeated indices and greek indices go from 0 to 4. One immediately sees that the order now matters and g µν which is normally 4 In quantum mechanics, the spin-statistics theorem relates the spin of a particle to the particle statistics it obeys. The spin of a particle is its intrinsic angular momentum (that is, the contribution to the total angular momentum which is not due to the motion of the particle). All particles have either integer spin or half-integer spin (in units of the reduced Planck constant ). The theorem states that: the wave function of a system of identical integer-spin particles has the same value when the positions of any two particles are swapped. Particles with wavefunctions symmetric under exchange are called bosons; the wave function of a system of identical half-integer spin particles changes sign when two particles are swapped. Particles with wavefunctions anti-symmetric under exchange are called fermions. Spin statistics theorem implies that half-integer spin particles are subject to the Pauli exclusion principle, while integer-spin particles are not. Only one Fermion can occupy a given quantum state at any time, while the number of bosons that can occupy a quantum state is not restricted.
